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Abstract 
In this paper we consider a piecewise polynomial collocation method for the 
solution of the double layer potential equation corresponding to Laplace's equation 
in a three-dimensional wedge. We prove the stability for our method in case of 
special triangulations over the boundary. 
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1 Introduction 
One popular method for the solution of boundary value problems for elliptic differential 
equations consists in the reduction to boundary integral equations. For instance, the 
Dirichlet problem for Laplace's equation in a bounded and simply connected polyhedron 
n ~ R 3 or the Neuinann problem for the same equation on R 3 \ n can be reduced to the 
second kind integral equation Ax = y over the boundary S := an (cf. e. g. [19] ),where 
A= I+ 2Ws and 
1 [np(Q-P) 
(1.1) Wsx(Q) := [1/2 - dn(Q)]x(Q) + 47r ls IP_ Ql 3 x(P)dpS, 
dn ( Q) : = lim I { p E n : Ip - QI < E} I . 
€-.oo l{P E R 3 : IP - QI < e}I 
Here np denotes the unit vector of the interior normal to n at P and IZI is the Lebesgue 
measure of Z for any Z ~ R 3 .Note that, since the boundary S is not smooth, Ws is 
riot compact. For the numerical solution of Ax = (I+ 2Ws)x = y, various methods 
have been introduced. The first method was the so called panel method, i.e., piecewise 
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constant collocation ([26] and cf.[16, 25, 3]). Kral and Wendland [18] (cf. also [2]) have 
shown that this method is stable for the case of certain rectangular domains n. Arbitrary 
polyhedral domains have been considered in [22]. Elschner [10] has analysed the Galerkin 
method with piecewise polynomial trial functions over arbitrary polyhedrons, and the 
Galerkin method together with an approximation of the Lipschitz boundary by smooth 
surfaces has been investigated by Dahlberg and Verchota [8]. For all these procedures, 
the question arises how to compute the entries of the discretized system of equations (cf. 
[26, 12, 24]). In order to avoid this problem, one can consider simple quadrature methods. 
In the papers [21, 20] Nystrom methods have been analysed which are similar to those 
of Graham and Chandler [7], Kress [17], and Elschner [9] for the corresponding equation 
over polygonal boundaries. However, these quadrature methods improve the complexity 
only up to a certain order. The reason for this disadvantage is that the Nystrom method 
works with one grid only. This one grid has to be adapted at once to all singularities of 
the kernel function 
k(Q P) ·= J_ np(Q - P) 
' . 4?r IP - Ql3 . 
( Note that k( Q, P) turns to infinity if IP - QI turns to 0 and P and Q lie on different 
faces of S. ) Doing so, the number of grid points grows, and the complexity of the method 
cannot be reduced in the same manner as in the one-dimensional case ( cf.[21, 20]). 
In order to get a fully discretized numerical method which reduces the complexity simi-
larly to the one-dimensional case ([7, 9, 17]), one needs quadrature methods, where the 
quadratures and the grids depend on the collocation points, in other words one needs 
certain discretized collocation methods. The first step in the analysis of such methods 
is the stability analysis of piecewise polynomial collocation. This has been done already 
for a piecewise constant or a piecewise linear ansatz (cf. [26, 18, 22]). For polynomi-
als of higher degree, the stability of the collocation is still open. However, it is well 
known that the stability of the collocation method for the double layer equation over a 
polyhedron can be reduced to the stability for the case of polyhedral cones and the case 
of a wedge ( cf.[22, 21]). In the present paper we shall prove the stability of a certain 
piecewise polynomial collocation procedure on· a wedge. First, we introduce a space of 
one-dimensional spline functions and derive some properties of this space. In Section 3 
we introduce a space of piecewise polynamials over the wedge using tensor products of 
the one-dimensional spline functions. This space is the space of ansatz functions for our 
collocation. Note that the underlying grid is a uniform or a certain graded one. In Section 
4 we shall prove the L 2-stability of the collocation method introduced in Section 3. 
Finally, let us mention that a further reduction of the complexity seems to be possible if 
the discretization scheme is combined with an iterative solution of the system of equations 
(cf. [13, 15, 4, 20]) or a fast method for the multiplication of the matrix by a vector (cf. 
[23, 11, 14, 1, 6, 5]). 
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2 The one-dimensional spline functions 
Suppose we are given a grid 6 :== { tk, k E Z} satisfying ... < tk < tk+l < tk+2 < ... , 
and let d stand for a fixed positive integer. Then, by JS2d+1(6) we denote the space of 
all piecewise polynomials cp such that: · 
a) The restriction of cp to the subinterval [tk, tk+i] is equal to a polynomial Pk of degree 
less than 2d + 2. 
b) For the 2d neighbouring grid points tk+j, j == -d, ... , d + 1, there holds cp( tk+i) == 
Pk(tk+i)· 
In other words, I S2d+l ( 6) is nothing else than the image space of the local interpolation 
projection K 6. (cf. property iii) below), where K 6. f ( t) for t k ~ t ~ t k+i is defined by 
Let us suppose that 6 is a locally quasi uniform partition, i.e., that there is a constant 
Czq 2: 1 with 
Furthermore, let h6. stand for the mesh width sup {ltk-tk_1j, k E Z} of 6. The following 
properties of JS2d+1(6) and K6. are obvious: 
Pi). The space JS2d+1(6) is a subset of the space of continuous function C(R) over R. 
P ii). There is a constant C > 0 such that, for any (2d+2) times continuously differentiable 
function f, 
P iii). If {cpk} is the interpolation base in JS2d+1(6) determined by cpj(tk) == bj,k, then the 
support of 'Pk is contained in [tk-d-1, tk+d+i] and K6.f == L:kEZ f ( tk)'Pk· 
P iv). If tk :== kh6., k E Z, then there holds 'Pk(t) == cpo(t - kh6.)· 
Here and in the following, by C we denote a generic constant the value of which varies 
from instance to instance. The properties iii) and iv) will play an important role in the 
stability proof in Sect.4. Let us shortly indicate the importance of iv). Suppose we are 
given an operator A :== I + T E £( C (R)) with II T II ~ q < 1 and consider the collocation 
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' for A using I S 2d+1 ( L) as ansatz space and { tk} as collocation points. Then the discretized 
operator A6 of A takes the form A6 = K6AIJS2d+1(6). We get A.6 = Id+ K6Tl1s2d+1(6)' 
where llK6Tl 1s2d+i(6)ll :::; qllK611· Hence, A6 is invertible and stable if only llK611 = 1. 
(Note that A6 is called stable if it is invertible for h6 small enough and if the inverse 
operators are uniformly bounded.) The last equation holds if and only if d = 0. For a 
higher degree of ansatz functions, we need another method of proving stability. In order 
to demonstrate this new method, let us suppose that T is given by 
Tf(t) :=JR k(t - s)f(s)ds, JR lk(s)Jds:::; q. 
Then the matrix of A6 corresponding to the base { cpk} is the convolution matrix 
and its symbol function is 
[O, 2?r) 3 p >---> A(p) := 1 + L exp( ij p )Tcpj(to) = 1 + T ( L exp( ij p )'Pi) (to). 
jEZ jEZ 
Taking into account the next lemma, we arrive at 
IA(p)I ~ 1 - llT!lqc(R))ll L exp(ijp)cpjlloo ~ 1 - q. 
jEZ 
Hence, A6 together with A is invertible. 
Lemma 2.1 i) Suppose that L = {kh61k E Z}. Then, for any 0 :::; p < 27f, there 
holds 11 I:iEZ exp( ij p )cpj II oo :::; l. 
ii) Suppose h6 = 1. Then the Fourier transform (jiO of cpo is given by 
CjiO(s) 
if j = 0, d = o, 
else. 
PROOF. i) By a scaling argument we may suppose h6 = 1. Using the inverse Fourier 
transform, we obtain 
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L exp( ij p )cpi( t) 
iEZ 
L exp( ij p )rpo( t - j) = L exp( ij p) ~Ji ipD(s) exp{-is( t - j)}ds 
iEZ iEZ Y 27r R 
1 {27r L L exp( ij p) rrL Jn cpo( s + k27r) exp{ -i( s + k27r )( t - j )}ds 
jEZ kEZ y 27r o 
1 la27r . L exp( ij p )- { J2; exp(-ist) L cpo( s + k27r) exp(-ik27rt)} exp( ijs )ds 
iEZ 27r o kEZ 
J2; exp{ -i(27r - p )t} L cp0 (27r - p + k27r) exp( -ik27rt ). 
kEZ 
Using l:exp(ijp)cpj(O) = 1 and the last formula with t = 0, we may continue 
L exp( ij p )cpj( t) 
iEZ 
l:iEZ exp( ij p )cpi( t) 
1 
l:kEZ cpo(27r - p + k27r) exp{ -i(27r - p + k27r )t} 
l:kEZ cpo(27r - p + k27r) 
Together with cpo 2::: 0 this formula proves assertion i). 
ii) Integration by parts leads to 
(2.1) 
l=O r=-d-l 
From the definition of cpo we know that the restrictions Pr-l = 'Pol[r-1,r] and Pr = cpo l[r,r+l] 
are polynomials of degree less than 2( d + 1) and that Pr - Pr-l vanishes at the points 
r - d, ... ,r + d. Thus Pr(t) - Pr-i(t) = Cd,rwd(t - r), where Cd,r denotes a constant and 
wd(t) := tf1j=1 (t2 - j2). Setting Bd,l := w~1\0), we get [cpg)]~~g = Cd,rBd,l, and (2.1) 
implies 
2d+l d+l 
(2.2) J2;cpo(s) = { L Bd,l(-l)l+l(ist(l+l)}{ L Cd,r exp(irs)}. 
l=O r=-d-l 
From 
2d+1 B d B . 
wd(t) = :L _:!ltz = :L d,2z+i t2z+1 
l=O Z! l=O (2l + 1 )! 
5 . 
we derive 
(2.3) { 
1 if d = l = 0 
Bd,2z+1 = (2Z 1)'( l)d-z'""" z2z2 z2 z + · - L....191 <l2< ... <ld-i~d 1 2 · · · d-l e se. 
On the other hand, we have 
Using the definition of Pr and Pr-l, we get 
Cd,r(2d + 1 )! 82d+1 { d+1 t d+i t } 8t2d+l _J!-d (1 - j + r) - -r+l];=-d (1 - j + r - 1) lt=r 
d+i -1 d+l -1 
II-. - II-.-
-r:h=-d J + r -r+l#i=-d J + r - 1 
IT -. 1_{ 1 1 } 
-r:h=-d J + r r - d - 1 r + d + 1 
( 
2(d + 1) ) 
2(d + 1)(-l)d-r+l _ -l d-r+l d + 1 + r 
(d+l-r)!(d+l+r)!-( ) (2d+l)! ' 
( 
2(d+l)) 
( -1 )d-r+l d + 1 + r . 
(2d + 1)!2 
Consequently, 
d+i 
2: Cd,r exp( irs) 
r=-d-1 
( -1 )d+l d+l ( 2( d + 1) ) r . 
(2d + 1)!2 r=~-1 d + 1 + r (-1) exp(irs) 
(-l)d+l 
(
2
d + 
1 
)!2 (1 - exp( is) )
2(d+l)( -1 t(d+l) exp{ -i( d + 1 )s} 
_(_-_l_)d_+
1
-{2 sin( s /2) }2(d+l). 
(2d+1)!2 
From the last formula, (2.2), and (2.3) we get ii). D 
Let us conclude this section with the definition of the corresponding spline space over the 
half-axis R+. However, we shall modify this space slightly near 0. Suppose we are given 
a grid 6+ := {tk: k = 0, 1, ... } satisfying 0 = t0 < t 1 < ... , tk ~ oo, and let the positive 
integers d and i* be fixed . Then, by I S[.d+i ( 6+) we denote the space of all piecewise 
polynomials cp such that: 
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a) The restriction of c.p to the subinterval [O, ti*] is constant. 
b) The restriction of c.p to the subinterval [tk, tk+i], k == i*, i* + 1,. ~. is equal to a 
polynomial Pk of degree less than 2d + 2. 
c) For k 2::: i* + d and the 2d neighbouring tk+i, j == -d, . .. , d + 1, there holds 
c.p(tk+i) == Pk(tk+i)· 
d) For i* ~ k < i* + d and the 2d neighbouring grid points tk+j, j == -d, ... , d + 1, 
there holds cp( tk+i) ==Pk( tk+i) for k + j 2::: i* and cp( tk+i) ==Pk( ti.) for k + j < i*. 
If {'Pk} is the base introduced at the beginning of this section, then a base of I Sf*d+i( 6+) 
is given by 
'Pci(t) :== { 01 if 0 ~ t ~ ti* c.p+(t) ·- { 0 . if 0 ~ t ~ ti. 
else ' 1 .- "'1-~ · (() · else ' 61-i*-d r J 
and 'Pt :== 'Pk+i,.-1, k == 2, 3, .... The interpolation projection onto I Sf.d+l( 6+) is defined 
by Kt;:.+ f :== L::k=O,l, ... f(tt)c.pt, where t6 :== 0, tt :== tk+i*-l' k == 1, 2, .... 
3 The collocation for the equation over the wedge 
Let us consider the operator A :== I+ 2W E £(L2(S)), where W :== Ws is taken from 
(1.1) and the wedge n and therewith its boundary s :==an is defined by 
n :== {(u,v,w) E R3 : u ER, v == rcosa, w == rsina, 0 < T < oo, 0<a<1}. 
In order to set up a collocation method for the numerical_ solution of Ax == y, we need 
a space of ansatz functions and a set of collocation points. Since we shall look at this 
collocation as a model problem for the case of a bounded polyhedron, we shall introduce 
an infinite but countable ansatz space. First, we start with the definition of a partition 
and a function space over the half-plane R! :== {(s, t) E R2 , t > O}. Suppose we have a 
fixed grid 6+ == {tk, k == 0, ... } over R+. We assume that this grid is locally quasiuniform 
(cf. Sect.2) and satisfies 
(3.1) { ti+l - tj . . . 1 } < sup t. , J == i*, i* + , . . . _ E, 
J 
where i* is a positive integer and E is a prescribed positive constant. Following Sect.2 
we can introduce the base of spline functions { c.p j ( t)} over R+. Moreover, using the 
equidistant grid Z, we can define the base of spline functions {'Pk( s)} over R. The space 
of tensor product splines over R! is spanned by the set of functions {( s, t) ~ cp k ( s )c.p j ( t)}. 
Iftj is defined as in Sect.2, then the set of collocation points over R! is given by {(k, tj)}. 
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Now we introduce the functions and points over S with the help of affine mappings. We 
choose an h > 0 and introduce '1/;z : Rt -----7 S, . 
( t) 'lj; ( t) ·-{ sh-
1
(1,0,0) + th-1(cos/32, sin/32 sin1, sin/32 cos1) if l = 2, 
s, ~ l 8 ' .- sh-1(1, 0, 0) + th-1(cos/3i, sin/31, 0) if l = 1. 
Then the set of collocation points over Sis { 'l/Jz(k, tj)}. Note that we could have set /31 = 
/32 = 7r /2. However, for a localized problem arising from a non-rectangular polyhedron, 
we need arbitrary 0 < /31,/32 < 7r. Taking into account that '1/;1(k, tci) = '1/;2(k, tci), we 
introduce the notation 
(3.2) 
I·- {i=(k,j,l)lj>0,kEZ,l=l,2;j=0,kEZ,l=l}, 
PL ·- Pk,j,l := '1/;z( k, tj), 
{ 
'Pk(s)cpj(t) if j > 0 and l = l' 
·- 'Pk,j,z( 'l/Jl'( s, t)) := 
0 
or if j = 0 
else, 
L = ( k, j, l) E 1, l = 1, 2, ( s, t) E R~. 
Obviously, there holds 
(3.3) ~II L ~,rp,llP :<::: h{ L 1~,l 2 lt}+1 - tj 1}112 :<::: Cll L ~,rp,llL2 • 
LEI LEI LEI 
Now we consider the collocation method, where the approximate solution x~ = ~LEI eL'PL 
for the solution x of Ax = y is determined by 
(3.4) 
Theorem 3.1 Suppose A= I+ 2W, where W is the operator of {1.1) over the wedge 
with opening angle 1'. Let the numbers /31, /32 in the definition of '1/;1, '1/;2 as well as the 
constant Czq appearing in the property of local quasiuniformness be fixed. Then there_ is a 
small E > 0 such that the collocation (3.4) with ansatz functions and collocation points 
from {3.2) is stable i'(i L2 if only {3.1) is satisfied. 
The matrix of the corresponding system of equations takes the form A~ := (AcpL(P11:))11:,LEI· 
Using Wfh(Ph) = Wf(P) for P = (x,y,z), Ph= (hx,hy,hz), and the functions f and 
fh(x,y,z) := f(h- 1 x,h-1y,h-1z), we observe that this matrix is independent of h. Since 
the matrix norm corresponding to 
ll{eL}fl = h{ I: 1eL121tt+1 - tjl}112 
LEI 
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(cf. (3.3) ) is independent of h , too, we get that A6 is stable if and only if A6 is invertible 
for h = 1. Thus without loss of generality we may assume h = 1, and it will be enough 
to show the invertibility of A6. This will be done in the next section. 
Finally, let us mention two special partitions 6+ on R+. If a ~ 1, tj := ja., an~ .E > 0, 
then (3.1) holds if only i* is large enough. For 1 < q < 1 + E and ti := qi, (3.1) is 
satisfied, too. The bound for the inverse of the corresponding collocation matrix will be 
independent of q. 
4 The proof of Theorem 3.1 
4.1.In the first step let us reduce the index set I. We set le := {i = (k,j, l)lj = O} and 
Ir := I\ le. Then the span of { cpi, LE J} is the direct sum of the span of { cpi, LE le} and 
of that of { cpi, L E Ir}. Corresponding to this splitting A6 takes the form 
We observe that A~( = 0 and A~( is triangular, where the entries in the main diagonal 
are equal to 1+2{1/2 - r/27r} (cf.(1.1)). Hence, for the invertibility of A6, it will be 
enough to prove that AZ and Ai:' are bounded and that Ai: is invertible. Since the proof 
of the boundedness for A~( is analogous to that for Ai:, we shall only consider Ai:'. 
4.2.In the second step let us show the convolution structure of the matrix A:{ and reduce 
the problem of invertibility to that for the symbol. If Jr := {µ = (j, l)lj = 1, 2, ... ; l = 
1, 2}, then the vector e := (ei)iEI,. can be written as e = (ek)kEz, where ek := (ek,µ)µEJ .. · 
Now we observe Acpk,j,z(Pk',j',l') = Acpk-k',j,t(Po,j',l') and conclude that A:{ is a discrete 
convolution matrix with respect to the index k. We write 
Starting with W instead of A, we analogously define w;{ and W6 ,k. Hence, A:{ = 
Id+ 2Wir and A6,k = Id+ 2W6,k, and it suffices to prove llWirll* < 1/2, where the 
operator norm II · II* is generated by the norm 
2 00 
11e11* := { L 11ek11:}112 , 11ek11* := { L sin f3z II L ek,j,zcpjlli2(R+)}112 
kEZ l=l j=l 
which is equivalent to the norms in (3.3). As it is well known, the norm of the convolution 
operator WZ can be estimated by the norm of its symbol: 
( 4.1) llWirll* ~ sup llW(p)ll*' W(p) := L exp(ikp)W6,k· 
O~p<271" kEZ 
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4.3.Now let us show that the symbol W(p) is a collocation operator for a one-dimensional 
equation. We set r == r 1 U r 2 , where 
rl ·- {t(cos f31, sin f31, O)IO :s; t < oo} == {?/;1(0, t)IO :s; t}, 
r2 ·- {t(cos f32, sin f32 cos,, sin f32 sin r)IO :s; t < oo} == {?/;2(0, t)IO :s; t}. 
Then we consider the space L2(r) over r together with the norm II f II :== (f, f) 1/ 2 and the 
scalar product 
Furthermore, we introduce the restriction Res and the prolongation Pr by 
Res : C(S) -+ C(r), 
Pr : C(r) --+ C(S), 
Res f :==fir, 
Pr f(s t u) :== { f(t cot f31, t, 0) if u == 0 
' ' f(t cot {32/ cos 1', t, u) if u == t tan 1' 
and define BP E £(L2(r)) by 
Res W Mp Pr f, Mpg(P) :== mp(P)g(P), Bpf ·-
mp(?/;z(s, t)) · - { I: exp( i k p) cp k ( s)}; l == 1, 2; s E R; 0 < t. 
kEZ 
Here 'Pk is the functioU: introduced in Sect.2,property iii) over the grid l::i. == Z. If we 
introduce the collocation points { QµIµ E lr} and the set of ansatz functions { cpµIµ E 
lr} ~ L 2(r) by 
{ 
cpJ(t) if l == l' 
Qµ :==Po,µ, 'Pj,z(?/Jz1(0, t)) :== 0 else ' 
then W(p) is the collocation matrix (Bpcpµ(Qv))v,µEJ.,. for the operator BP. Thus we are 
left with estimating the last collocation operator. This will be done in two steps. First 
we shall show that the collocation matrix is a small perturbation of the Galerkin matrix, 
and then we shall prove that the norm of the Galer kin matrix is less than 1 /2. 
4.4.The Galerkin matrix corresponding to Bp takes the form a-1 H, where G is the Gram 
matrix G :== ( (cpµ, 'Pv) )v,µEl.,. and H is given by H :== ( (Bpcpµ, 'Pv) )v,µEl.,.. We get 
W(p) - a-1 H == a-1 E with E :== GW(p) - H, and estimate the entries of E defined by 
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( 4.2) - ( L [Bpcpµ(Qv) - Bpcpµ]'f?v, 'Pri), 
vElr 
where we have used that L 'Pv = 1 on the support of 'Pri· For Qv E supp 'Pv, Q E supp 'Pri 
and supp 'Pv n supp 'Pri # 0, we conclude 
1 f {np(Qv - P) np(Q - P)} 
l[Bpcpµ(Qv) - Bpcpµ(Q)]I = 147r ls IQv _ Pl 3 - IQ_ Pl 3 mp(P)Pr cpµ(P)dpSI 
I ( I 
np(Qv-P) np(Q-P) 
< J_ r np Q - P) IP (P)ld s 1Qv-Pl3 - IQ-Pl3 
- 47r ls IQ - Pl3 r 'Pµ P sup np(Q-P) ' 
PE supp Pr cpµ. IQ-Pl3 
where we have used Lemma 2.1 i) for the estimation of mp. Clearly, the right-hand side 
of the last equation vanishes if the supports of Pr 'Pv and Pr cpµ lie on the same face of 
S. If they lie on different ones, it is not hard to get (cf. (21, 20]) 
np(Qv-P) _ np(Q-P) 
1Qv-Pl3 IQ-P]3 
np(Q-P) 
IQ-Pl3 
< 0 1Qv-QI < 0 - IQI - E. 
In view of ( 4.2) and of 2: l'Pvl ::; C we arrive at 
(4.3) IEri,µ1 < Gc(BlcpµI, l'Pril) 
- - 1 f lnp(Q-P)I 
B .- Res W Pr, Wx(Q) := 47r ls IP_ Ql 3 x(P)dpS. 
On the other hand, analogously to (3.3), it is not hard to show that 
G-111 I: (µcpµll 2 < I: l(µl 2 lt)+1 - tjl::; Gil I: (µcpµll 2 , 
µ=(j,l)Elr 
0-111L(µl'Pµl11 2 < L l(µl 2 lt)+1 - tjl::; Gil L (µl'Pµl 11 2 • 
µ=(j,l)Elr 
For ( = ((µ)µElr> we set 11(11* = II 2: (µ'Pµll and 11(11** = II L (µl'Pµl 11· Then, for G, 
G := ((l'Pµl,1'Pvl))v,µElr> and D := (8µ,v{iJ+i -tj})µ=(j,l),vElr> the last estimates imply 
11 
llG-1l2D1l2ll ~ C, llD1!2a-1l2ll ~ C, and 11n-1l2G1l2ll ~ C. ~ere II· II stands for the 
Euclidean norm and the corresponding matrix norm. If we denote the operator norms 
corresponding to II · II* and 11 · II** by the same symbols, we conclude 
110-1 Ell* llG112(a-1 E)a-112 11=110-112 Ea-112 11 
< 11a-112n1121111n-112 En-1121111n112a-11211 
< c11n-112En-11211. 
Together with ( 4.3) this leads to 
where fI := ( (BlcpµI, lcp77 1) )11 ,µEJr· Thus the difference of the collocation matrix and the 
Galerkin matrix is bounded by CE times the norm of the Galerkin matrix a-1 fI corre-
sponding to the operator B. Analogously to Lemma 4.1 we conclude that B is bounded. 
Hence the collocation operator W(p) is a small perturbation of the Galer kin operator. 
4.5.For the Galerkin operator, we know that llG-1 Hll* ~ llBPlic(L2(r))· Thus the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 is finished if the following Lemma is proved. 
Lemma 4.1 The norm of the operator BP:= Res W MP Pr is less than 1/2. 
PROOF. Since the kernel function of W does not change sign, and Lemma 2.1 i) holds, 
we get llBPll ~ II Boll for Bo :=Res W Pr. In order to estimate the latter, let us introduce 
the strip and the points 
Of course, we assume tp1 < tp2 • Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity, let us suppose 
l = 1, l' = 2. For the kernel function k of the integral operator B0 , we get 
f P2 1 f n p ( Q - p) 
}p
1 
k(Q, P)dpI' := 47r lstr IQ - PJ 3 dpS. 
We observe, that the right-hand side is just the normalized solid angle under which Str 
is seen from Q. Obviously, this is equal to the normalized angle under which the interval 
{(t, O)jtp1 sin /31 < t < tp2 sin /31 } ~ R2 is seen from the point 
( tQ sin /32 cos 1', tQ sin /32 sin 1') E R 2. Hence, our kernel function is nothing else than 
that of the double layer potential operator over the ap.gle r0 := r1 U r2 ~ R 2 , where 
r1 := {(T, O)IO ~ T < oo} and r2 := {(f cos,, T sin 1')10 ~ f < oo} and where T and f 
are substituted by T = tp sin /31 and f = tQ sin /32 , respectively. We get 
12 
1 tq sin I sin /32 . 
k(Q,P)dpI' = - 2 . 2 2 . 2 . . dtp sm /31 . 21f tp sm /31 + tq sm /32 - 2tp sm /31 tq sm /32 cos I 
However, for the double layer operator over r 0 , it is well known that its norm is less than 
1/2. D 
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Discretized Collocation for the Numerical 
Solution of the Double Layer Potential Equation 
over the Cube 
A.Rathsfeld 
Abstract 
In this paper we consider a piecewise polynomial collocation method for the so-
lution of the double layer potential equation corresponding to Laplace's equation 
over the cube. We give formulas for the computation of the entries in the corre-
sponding stiffness matrix and prove the stability for our method in case of special 
triangulations over the boundary. Finally, we derive an asymptotic error estimate. 
Key words. potential equation, collocation 
AMS(MOS) subject classification. 45L10, 65R20 
1 Introduction 
One popular method for the solution of boundary value problems for elliptic differential 
equations consists in the reduction to boundary integral equations. For instance, the 
Dirichlet problem for Laplace's equati~n in a bounded and simply connected polyhedron 
n ~ R 3 or the Neumann problem for the same equation on R 3 \ n can be reduced to the 
second kind integral equation Ax= y over the.boundary S := 8Q (cf. e.g. [21] ),where 
A= I+ 2Ws and 
1 f np(Q - P) 
(1.1) Wsx(Q) := [1/2 - dn(Q)]x(Q) + 
4
7r ls IP_ Q~ x(P)dpS, 
do ( Q) : = lim I { p E n : Ip - QI < E} I . 
€-tOO l{P E R3 : IP - QU < t:}I 
Here np denotes the unit vector of the interior normal to n at P and IZI is the Lebesgue 
measure of Z for any Z ~ R 3 .Note that, since the boundary S is not smooth, Ws is 
not compact. For the numerical solution of Ax = (I + 2Ws )x = y, various methods 
have been introduced. The first method was the so called panel method, i.e., piecewise 
1 
constant collocation ([29] and cf.[18, 28, 3]). Kral and Wendland [20] (cf. also [2]) have 
shown that this method is stable for the case of certain rectangular domains n. Arbitrary 
polyhedral domains have been considered in [25). Elschner [11) has analysed the Galer kin 
method with piecewise polynomial trial functions over arbitrary polyhedrons, and the 
Galerkin method together with an approximation of the Lipschitz boundary by .smooth 
surfaces has been investigated by Dahlberg and Verchota [8). For all these procedures, 
the question arises how to compute the entries of the discretized system of equations (cf. 
[29, 14, 27]). In order to avoid this problem, one can consider simple quadrature methods. 
In the papers [24, 23) Nystrom methods have been analysed which are similar to those 
of Graham and Chandler [7], Kress [19), and Elschner [9] for the corresponding equation 
over polygonal boundaries. However, these quadrature methods improve the complexity 
only up to a certain order. The reason for this disadvantage is that the Nystrom method 
works with one grid only. This grid has to be adapted at once to all singularities of the 
kernel function 
(1.2) k(Q P) ·= 2_ np(Q - P) 
47r P-' . I Ql 3 . 
( Note that k( Q, P) tends to infinity if IP - QI tends to 0 and P and Q lie on different 
faces of S. ) Doing so, the number of grid points grows, and the complexity of the method 
cannot be reduced in the same manner as in the one-dimensional case (cf.[24, 23]). 
In order to get a fully discretized numerical method which reduces the complexity simi-
larly to the one-dimensional case ([7, 9, 19]), one needs quadrature methods, where the 
quadratures and the grids depend on the collocation points, in other words one needs 
certain discretized collocation methods. The first step in this direction is the stability 
analysis of piecewise constant or piecewise linear collocation due to Kral, Wendland and 
the author (cf. [29, 20, 25]). In the present paper we shall consider a method, where the 
ansatz function are taken from a certain space of higher degree tensor product splines. 
For this method, we shall prove the stability in the L2-space and show nearly optimal 
error estimates. The method of proof requires a certain stability condition. Namely, we 
have to suppose that certain finite section operators are invertible and the norms of their 
inverses are uniformly bounded with respect to the mesh width ( Applying the ideas of 
the proof from Theorem 2.1 in [24) we need the invertibility of the operator A' in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1. ). However, in order to simplify the considerations, we restrict ourselves 
to the case of the cube n = [O, 1]3 i;: R 3 . For this case, the assumption concerning the 
finite section operators is satisfied. 
Finally, let us mention that, in order to get an efficient algorithm, one has to combine 
the presented collocation procedure with an iterative solution of the system of equations 
(cf. [15, 17, 4, 23]) or a fast method for the multiplication of the matrix by a vector (cf. 
[26, 13, 16, 1, 6, 5]). The analysis of these steps is still open. 
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' 2 The discretized collocation method 
2.1. First we have to define the collocation points and the ansatz functions. In order to 
do this, we start with triangular parametrizations for the boundary S of the cube [O, 1 ]3. 
Suppose that R is the centre of a face of S and P and Q are the endpoints of an edge lying 
on the same face as R. By U let us denote the mid-point between P and Q. Then we define 
the triangular parametrization <I>PQR of the triangle TrPQR := {P + sUR + tPU, 0::; t::; 
2, 0::; s::; min(t, 2 - t)} by 
<l>PQR: 
<l>PQR(s, t) 
Sq:= {(s, t) E R 2 : 0::; s::; 1, 0::; t::; 2} --7 TrPQR, 
·- P+min(t,2-t)sUR+tPU. 
We choose v > 1 and, for any positive integer n, we introduce s0 := 0, Sj := 
(1-1/nr<n)-i, j = 1,2, ... ,m(n) with m(n) := vn[log n]. Furthermore, we set tk := 
sk, k = 0, ... ,m(n) and tk := 2-s2m(n)-k, k = m(n)+l, ... , 2m(n). Then the collocation 
points are given by PPQRik := <I>PQR(sj, tk), where j = 0, ... ,m(n), k = 0, ... , 2m(n), and 
R, P, Q run through all the centers of faces and corresponding endpoints of edges lying 
on the same face. 
The definition of the spline space is more difficult. Let us start with the definition of 
the one-dimensional spliries of degree 2d + 1 over the real half-axis corresponding to the 
partition {Ti:= (1-1/nr(n)-i, j E Z}. We shall consider the set of interpolating splines 
'I/; defined by 'I/;( Tj) =Yi such that tl~e restriction of 'I/; to [Tj, Tj+i] is equal to the polynomial 
p of degree less than 2d+2 which satisfies p( Tz) = yz, l = j-d, ... , j +d+l. In other words, 
the basis functions 'lj;k satisfying 'l/;k( Tj) = 5j,k are defined by 'l/;kl(rj,rHt] = Pk,j, where Pk,j 
is the unique polynomial of degree not exceeding 2d + 1 such that Pk,j( Tz) = 5z,k, l = 
j - d, ... , j + d + 1. Note that the support of 'l/;k is [Tk-d-l, Tk+d+i] and, for any sufficiently 
smooth function f defined over [O, 1], the interpolating spline E f ( Tk )'l/;k tends to f with 
order O(n-(2d+2)) as n --+ oo. If we consider the interval [D, 1], then we cannot use the 
interpolation knots greater than 1. Moreover, we need a finite dimensional spline space. 
Hence, we set cpl:= 'l/;k, k = d+2, ... ,m(n)-d-1 and define cpl, k = m(n)-d, ... ,m(n) 
to be the function whose restriction to [Tj, Tj+i] is the polynomial Pk,j of degree less than 
2d + 2 satisfying Pk,j(Tz) = 5z,k, where l E {j - d, ... ,j + d + 1} for j + d + 1::; m(n) and 
l E {m(n) - 2d-1, ... , m(n)} for j + d + 1 ~ m(n ). We define cp6 to be the characteristic 
function of [O, T1] and set cpl( s) := 0, k = 1, ... , d + 1 for s E [O, T1], cpi( s) := Ef=l-d 'l/;z( s) 
and· cpl(s) := 'l/;k(s), k = 2, ... , d + 1 for s E [Ti, 1]. Note that the support of 'Pi is 
[Ti, Td+2]· Now we could have defined the tensor product splines over the boundary of the 
cube by 
However, to overcome some problems in the stability proof for the collocation method, we 
need certain modifications of the tensor product splines along the line {<I>PQR(s, 1), 0::; 
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s ::; 1} and near the corner points <I>PqR(O, 0) and <I>PqR(O, 2). Therefore, let us consider 
the angle rj := {<I>PqR(Sj, t), 0 ::; t::; 2} lying on one face of s =an. We identify the 
plane containing the latter face with the complex plane C. Using this, we consider the 
polynomials as polynomials in one complex variable. Now cp~'j, k = 1, ... , m( n) is defined 
to be the function on I' j Whose restriction to [<I> PQ R( S j, Tr), <I> PQ R ( S j, Tr+ 1)) is the real parf 
of the polynomial Pk,r of degree less than 2d + 2 satisfying Pk,r(<I>pqR(sj,Tt)) = 5z,k, l = 
r - d, ... ,r: + d + 1. Note tha~ cp%'j(<I>PqR(sj, t)) = cpl(t), k = d + 2, ... ,m(n) - d - 1. 
We set cp%'1 (<I>PqR(sj, t)) = cp~~(n)-k(<I>PQR(sj, 2 - t)), k = m(n) + 1, ... , 2m(n) - 1 and 
define 
cp~~(n)(<I>PqR(sj, t)) := cp~'j(<I>PQR(sj, 2-t)), and the modified tensor product spline func-
tions over S are given by 
'PPQRjk(<I>PqR(s, t)) ·- cp}(s)cp~'j(<I>PqR(Sj, t)), 
j = 0, ... , m(n), k = 0, ... , 2m(n). 
2.2. If we interchange the roles of P and Q in the notation of Section 2.1, then we can define 
<I>qPR, TrqPR, PqPRjk, and 'PQPRjk and get TrPQR == TrqpR, PPQRjk = PqPRj(2m(n)-k), as 
well as 'PPQRjk = 'PQPRj(2m(n)-k)· Thus we suppose for the set {(PQRjk)} of all indices 
that it contains either {(PQRjk), j = 0, ... ,m(n), k = 0, ... , 2m(n)} or {(QP Rjk), j = 
0, ... , m(n), k = 0, ... , 2m(n)}. On this set {(PQRjk)} of indices there is an equivalence 
relation rv, where (PQRjk) rv (P'Q'R'j'k') holds if and only if PPQRjk = PP'Q'R'j'k'· Note 
that the latter is possible only if PPQRjk is at the boundary of TTPQR· Let us denote 
the set of equivalence classes by I and its elements by i, K, E I. We set Pi := PPQRjk if 
( PQ Rj k) E /., and define 
'Pi(F) := { 'POPQRik(F) if there is a (PQRjk) E /., such that p E TrpqR, 
else. 
If we consider the functions as elements of the space L 2 , then we can write 
'Pi := L 'PPQRjk· 
(PQRjk)Ei 
Let us consider the following collocation method: Find an approximate solution Xn := 
EiEI ei'Pi of Ax = y from solving 
(2.1) 
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Obviously, (2.1) is a linear system of equations for the coefficients. el. of the unknown 
function Xn. The matrix of this system, i.e., the so called stiffness matrix takes the form 
The discretized collocation is the modified method (2.1 ), where the entries aK,L. are replaced 
by the approximate values a~,L. which we shall define in the following. 
2.3. Setting 
1 [ np(Q - P) 
Kx(Q) := 27r ls IP - Ql3 x(P)dpS, 
we observe that 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Thus in order to compute aK,L. approximately, we need cubature formulas for integrals over 
TrPQR· Moreover, as indicated in the introduction, we shall introduce rules depending on 
the collocation points PK. Let us start with a quadrature formula over the interval [O, 1] 
(2.4) t f(t)dt ~ "t,w;J(cr;), 0 :<:; cr1 < ... < Clr :<:; 1, w; > 0. 
0 i=l 
We shall assume that this formula is exact for polynomials of degree less than 2d + 2. The 
cubature over TrPQR will consist of an iterated product version of (2.4). Therefore, let us 
introduce the partition. Let {sj, j = 0, ... , m(n)} and {tk, k = 0, ... , 2m(n)} be defined 
as above and consider two cases. If PK E TrprQ'R' and TrP'Q'R1nTrPQR = [P', Q'] = [P, Q], 
then let <I>PQR(O, tK) be the orthogonal projection of PK onto [P, Q]. We define the partition 
0 = Uo < U1 < ... < Um(n,K) = 2 by 
{uk, k = o,: .. ,m(n, ~)} {tk, k = 0, ... ,m(n)} U 
{tK±Sj: 0 < iK±Sj < 2 andj = 0, ... ,m(n)}. 
If PK E TrP'Q'R' and TrprQ'R' = TrPQR or TrprQ,R' and TrPQR have no more than one 
point in common, then set m(n, ~) := 2m(n) and Uk := tk. We arrive at the cubature 
formula 
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(2.5) 
1 fl {2 . 
4 lo lo f o <I>PQR(s, t) min(t, 2 - t)dtds 
m(n)-1 r m(n,K.)-1 r 
r--.J L L L L f(<I>PQR(sj,i,Uk,i 1 ))wj,i,k,i', 
j=O i=l k=O i'=l 
where we have set 
Sj,i := (1 - ai)Sj + CTiSj+i, Uk,i' := (1 - CTil )uk + CTi'Uk+l 
Wj,i,k.i' : = ~ min( Uk,i', 2 - Uk,i') ( s ;+ 1 - s j )w; ( Uk+l - Uk )w;-. 
Following the formulae (2.2)-(2.5), we define the approximate value a~,L of aK.,L by 
1 m(n)-1 r m(n,K.)-1 r 
a~,L := 2[1 - dn(PK.)]8K.,L + L - L L L L 
(PQRjk)EL 27r j'=O i=l k'=O i'=l 
nq.PQR(sj' ,i•uk',i' )(PK. - <I> PQR( Sj1 ,i, Uk',i')) 
j<f> ( . . . ) p 13 'PPQRjk(<f>PQR(Sj1,i,Uk1 ,i1 ))wj',i,k',i', 
PQR S3 1,i, Uk 1 ,i1 - K. 
Now we observe that the support of 'PPQRjk is contained in {<I>PQR(s, t) : s3
1 
~ s ~ 
s3
2
, uk:
1 
~ t ~ uk:J, where ] 1 := max(O,j - d - 1), ] 2 := min(m(n),j + d + 1) and 
the indices k1, k2 are given by Uk:
1 
= tmax(O,k-d-l), uk
2 
= tmin(2m(n),k+d+l). Especially, if 
PK. E TrP'Q'R' and_ TrP'Q'R' = TrPQR or TrP''J.'R' and TrPQR have no more than one point 
in common, then k1 = max( k - d - 1, 0) and k2 = min( k + d + 1, 2m( n)). The summation 
in the definition of a~ L reduces to 
l 
(2.6) 
For the modification of (2.1 ), where the entry aK.,L of the stiffness matrix is replaced by the 
right-hand side of (2.6), we shall show the L2-stability and derive the convergence order. 
Remark 2.1 It will turn out in Section 3 (cf. {3.4) ) that the matrix ( aK.,L)K.,L is of 
convolution type. Thus, in order to calculate its entries aK.,L' K,, L E T, we may restrict 
ourselves to the case (PQRjk) E K, with fixed k, e.g., k = m(n). We can approximate 
these entries as in {2. 6) using only one additional partition { uk}. 
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3 The stability near the corner 
Following [24], the first step in the stability analysis is the proof for the case that n is an 
infinite cone. Thus we start with the definition of the corresponding collocation method:. 
Let us set n := [O, oo )3 , S := 8!1, and choose P := (0, 0, 0). By R we denote a point on 
a face of S such that two of its coordinates are equal to 1/2 and one is 0. We choose Q 
on an edge lying at the same face with R. Moreover, let the distance between Q and P 
be 1. If U is the orthogonal projection of R onto the edge containing Q, then we define 
the triangular parametrization by 
<J?PQR: 
SecpqR 
<J?pqR(s,t) 
Str --t SecpqR, Str := {(s, t) E R2 : 0:::; s:::; 1, 0:::; t < oo} 
{P + sUR + tPU, o:::; t < oo, o:::; s:::; t}, 
.- P +ts UR+ tPU. 
Retaining the definition of Tj, Sj, cp], and 'l/Ji from the last section and setting t0 := 
0, tk := Tk, k = 1, ... , we introduce the collocation points PPQRjk := <P PQR( Sj, tk) for 
j = 0, ... , m( n) and k = 0, . . . . The spline functions are given by 
'PPQRik(<l?pqR(s,t)) ·- cp}(s)cp%(t) j=O, ... ,m(n), k=O, ... 
00 
2 ·- ,,/, k 1 2 ·- 1 " 2 'Pk 'f'k, = , ... , 'Po.- - ~'Pk· 
k=l 
Analogously to the previous section, we define the corresponding set I, <p,,, and P,,. Hence, 
if A= I+ 2Ws is the double layer operator defined by (1.1) over the infinite boundary S, 
then the collocation method is defined by (2.1), where Xn := ~iE'I e,,cp,,. The entry aK,i of 
the corresponding stiffness matrix An := ( aK,,,)K,iEI is given by aK,i := (Acpi)(PK), and An 
is considered as an operator acting in the space of vectors {eihEI endowed with the norm 
ll{e,,}11. := 11 I:e,,cp,,llL2cs)· 
LEI 
The collocation method (2.1) is called stable if An is invertible for n large enough and if 
the norms of the inverse operators are uniformly bounded with respect to n. 
Theorem 3.1 The method (2.1) applied to the double layer operator over the boundary 
of [O, oo )3 is stable. 
PROOF. a) The proof follows analogously to that of Theorem 2.1 of [24]. Let lo E I 
stand for the class of all (PQ Rj k) such that PPQRjk = (0, 0, 0), i.e., lo is the set of all 
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(PQRjk) with k = 0. We define J := T \{Lo} and set A~ := (a1t,L)1t,LE.1 as well as 
A~ := ( a1t,Lo )1tE.7 · Furthermore, by A' E £( L2 ( S')) we denote the double layer operator 
A' := I+ 2Ws1, where S' stands for the truncated boundary S' := Ui,E.Jsuppcp". Vi.le 
introduce the interpolation projection Pnf := I.:LE.7 f(Pi,)cp". Obviously, the image imF'n 
can be identified with the space of functions over {P"hE.7· Consequently, A~ maps imPn 
into im Pn . By W~ E £( im Pn) we denote the operator which can be obtained analogousiy 
to the definition of A~ if we start with Ws instead of A, i. e., W~ := 1/2(A~ - Id). For 
a function X on S', we set Xn := PnXlimPn· Finally, by x8 we denote the characteristic: 
function of the set of points P E S whose distance to the set of edge points is less than 
IPl5 . Now all we have to show is that the following assertions are valid (cf. Lemma 2.2 
and the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [24]). 
i) The operators A~ and A~ are uniformly bounded with respect ton. 
ii) Let 5 > 0, E > 0 .Then, for n large enough, we get 11(1 - x8 )[A' - A~]limPnll < E. 
iii) There exist n 0 > 0, 50 > 0 such that , for n ~ n 0 and 5 ::; 50 , the operator 
[Id+ 2W~(x8 )n] E .C(imPn) is invertible. 
b) Let us show i) and start with proving that A~ := PnAlimPn is bounded. On the 
set {(PQRj)} there is an equivalence relation rv0 , where (PQRj) rv0 (P'Q' R'j') if and 
only if PPQRjm(n) = PprqrR'jrm(n)· We denote the set of equivalence classes by Jo and 
the elements of Jo by ,\, µ. For l E J, (PQRjk) E l, and (PQRj) E ,\, we write 
l = (\ k), and we set P>. := PPQRjm(n)· Note that these points belong to the set r := 
U(PQR){~PQR(s, 1): 0::; s::; 1} which is a closed polygon on S. Moreover, we introduce 
'P>. := 'P(>.,m(n))lr· Then the matrix of PnAlimPn corresponding to the base { cpi,} .takes the 
form 
(3.1) 
Obviously, the norm II · II* is equivalent to 
Thus it is enough to prove the boundedness of the matrix 
(3.2) ( k-k' ) Bn := ( (1 - 1 / n) a(µ,k1),(>.,k))µ,>.E.1o kr,kEZ ' 
where the norm is the matrix norm generated by 
(3.3) 
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and a(µ,k'),(>.,k) := (Acpt,k))(P(t,k')). The definition of the functions <pt,k) and the points 
P(1,k) is analogous to that of 'P(>.,k) and P(>.,k) (k > 0), respectively. Namely, for (PQRj) E 
.A, we set 
From homogeneity arguments we observe that 
(3.4) k-k' k-k' ( ( 1 - 1 /n) a(µ,k'),(>.,k))µ,>.E:To = ( ( 1 - 1 / n) a(µ,m(n)),(>.,m(n)+k-k') )µ,>.E:To · 
Consequently, Bn is a block convolution matrix, and Bn is bounded if and only if the 
symbol 
B~ ·- L eipk ((1-1/ntka(µ,m(n)),(>.,m(n)-k))µ>.E:Tc 
kEZ ' 
0 
( A (L eipk(l - 1/ntk'Pt>.,m(n)-k)) (P(t,m(n)))) , 0:::; P < 27r 
kEZ µ,>.E:To 
is uniformly bounded with respect to p. Taking into account that 
we conclude that B~ is the matrix of the collocation operator P~ AP I imP~, where the 
interpolation projection over r is given by p~ f := E>.E:To f(P>.)'P>., AP := Res A Mp Pr, 
and 
Setting 
Res : C(S) ~ C(r), 
Pr: C(I') ~ C(S),, 
Mp : L2(S) ~ L2(S), 
mp(<I>PQR(s, t)) 
Res f :=fir, 
Pr g(<I>PQR(s, t)) := g(<I>PQR(s, 1)), 
Mpf(F) := mp(F) f(F), 
·- L eipk(l - 1/ntk'l/Jm(n)-k(t). 
kEZ 
P[nU) := :E fcP>.)'P>. 
>. E :To :P>.. edge point 
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'we split PJ, into Pf n+Pf n· Now Pf nAPlimPJ. is a finite rank operator and its boundedness 
' ' ' is equivalent to the boundedness of the functionals f ~ (AP f)(P>..), where P>.. is an edge 
point of S. However, if P>.. is an edge point, then the integral corresponding to the 
integral operator A is to be taken over all the faces of S not containing this edge and 
the boundedness of the functionals follows easily. It remains to show that Pf nAP I imPJ, 
is bounded. In part c) we shall show that AP is a bounded operator in L 2(f). Let Q~ 
stand for the L 2-orthogonal projection onto the space imPf n· Then the Galerkin operator 
Q~ AP I imPr is bounded, and the boundedness of Pf n AP I im'PJ, follows from the fact that, 
n ' 
for any prescribed E > 0, 
(3.5) 
if only n is large enough. Here and in the following c denotes a generic positive constant 
the value of which varies from instance to instance. For the proof of (3.5) we refer to 
Section 4.4 of [22]. 
In order to prove the boundedness of PnAlspan{cp,
0
}, we observe that 
m(n) 
cp1,0 (<I>PqR(s, t)) := L L cp}(s)'lj;k(t). 
j=O k~O 
Hence, the matrix of PnAlspan{cp,
0
} takes the form Bnbn with bn := (entry(>..,k))(>..,k)E.7oxz, 
entry(>..,k) := 0 if k > 0 and entry(>..,k) := 1 if k ~ 0. Since the function I: entTY(>..,k)'Pt>..,k) 
is in L 2 and Bn is bounded, the operator PnAlspan{cp,
0
} is bounded, too. 
c) Let us show that AP is a bounded operator in L 2(I'). First we consider mp. Using 
Tm(n)-k = (1 - 1/n )k, we get 
r 1 I: eipk'lj;m(n)-:k( t) + 
kEZ 
Cl I: eipk [t - Tm(n)-kl 'lj;m(n)-k(t). 
kEZ Tm(n)-k 
For t in the support of 'lj;m(n)-k, there holds 
It - Tm(n)-k I ~ ITm(n)-k+d+l - Tm(n)-k I ~ c±-. 
Tm(n)-k Tm(n)-k n 
Taking into account that (cf. Lemma 2.1 in [22]) I I:kEZ eipk'lj;m(n)-k(t)I ~ 1 + E/2, we 
conclude Imp! ~ t-1 (1 + E) for any prescribed E if only n is large enough. 
We get AP = I+ 2 Res Ws Mp Pr, where the norm of the operator Res Ws Mp Pr can be 
estimated by the norm of (1 + c)Res w+ M Pr with 
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w+x(Q) :=ls Jk(Q, P)Jx(P)dpS, M f(Q) := c IQl-if(Q) 
The operator w+ is a Mellin convolution operator with respect to the radial coor-
dinate and maps homogeneous functions into homogeneous ones. Moreover, if r de-
notes the orthogonal projection of r onto the unit sphere, then (Res w+ M Pr )x( P) = 
c JPJ-i{W([Pr x]J,,)}(P/JPJ), where W = W(l) E £(L2(r)) is the Mellin symbol of w+ 
at the point 1 (cf. Theorem 2.1 in (10]). Since JPJ-i is a bounded function on r and the 
operator x 1--+ ([Pr x])J,, is in £(L2(r), L2(r)), the operator Res w+ M Pr is bounded. 
Thus AP is bounded, too. 
d) Let us consider the assumption ii). Thus we have to prove that JJ(l - x8)[A' -
PnA]limPnll < E. We write (1 - x8 )[A' - PnA]limPn = 2(Tei + Te2), where Tei := 
(1 - x 8 )[(Pn l)Ws - PnWs]limPn and Te2 := (1 - x8 )(1 - Pn l]Ws'limPn· Let X := x(n), 
x := x(n), and x* stand for the characteristic function of the sets UPQR{<I>PQR(s, t): 0::; 
s ::; 1, 7-d ::; t ::; Td+i}, UPQR{<I>PQR(s, t) : 0 ::; s ::; 1, Tm(n)-d ::; t ::; Tm(n)+d+i}, and 
UPQR{<I>PQR(s, t): 0::; s::; 1, 1/2::; t::; 2}, respectively. Then we observe that (1-Pnl) 
is a bounded function and that x(l - Pnl) = (1- Pnl) over S'. Hence, for JITe2JJ ::; E/4, 
it is enough ·to show that (1 - x 8 )xWs has a small norm. By homogeneity arguments, we 
get 11(1 - x8 )xWsll = 11(1 - x8)xWsll and 11(1 - x8)xWsll = llx(l - x 8)x*Wsll· The last 
norm, however, tends to zero as n-+ oo since (1 - x")x*Ws is compact and the operator 
of multiplication by x := x( n) tends strongly to zero. 
Let again w+ denote the integral operator over s with the kernel function I k( P, Q) I which 
is the absolute value of the kernel of Ws. For Tei, we conclude · 
supp ip,nsupp(i-x5)#0 
PE supp tp, 
::; c sup 
iE:J 
supp ip,nsupp(i-x5)#0 
PE supp tp, 
Hence, we are left with the estimation of the supremum. We conclude 
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[Ws(Pnf)(P) - Ws(Pnf)(P,,)] fs[k(P, Q) - k(P,,, Q)]Pnf( Q)dqS, 
!Ws(Pnf)(P) - Ws(Pnf)(P,)I < sup k(P, ~~;, ~~P,, Q) ls lk(P, Q)l IPnf(Q)!dqS, 
sup 
iE:T 
supp 'Pinsupp(l-x5 ):/;0 
PE supp 'Pi 
I 
Ws(Pnf)(P) - Ws(Pnf)(P,,) I < I k(P, Q) - k(P,,, Q) I 
W+(!Pnfl)(P) - sup k(P, Q) ' 
where the last sup is taken over any Q, P, P,, such that i E :1, supp r.p,, n supp (1- x8 ) =f=. 0, 
P E supp<.pi and Q is not on the same face of Sas Pi. Now the estimate llTe1ll :S E/4 
follows from the fact (cf. proof of Lemma 2.2 ii) in [24]) that the supremum tends to zero 
if n -too. 
e) Let us consider the assumption iii). By x~ we denote the characteristic function of 
the set of points P E S such that the distance of P to a given edge e of S is less than 
IPl5. Furthermore, let X 2 stand for the linear span of all r.p,,, i E :1 such that x~(P,,) = 1 
but Pi· does not belong to the edge e. Following the proof of Lemma 2.2 iii) in [24], 
we only have to show llPnx~W~lx2 ll < 1/2. However, Pnx~W~lx2 = Pnx~Wslx2 , and it 
remains to prove llPnx~Wslx2 JJ < 1/2. The last estimate follows analogously to the proof 
of the boundedness in part b) if one takes into account that the norm of the operator 
Res Ws MP Pr E £(L2(r)) restricted to a sufficiently small neigh_bourhood of a corner 
point is less than 1/2 (cf. part c) and step 2 of the proof to Theorem 2.1 in [10]). D 
4 The stability at the edge 
In the last section we have considered the corner point (0, 0, 0), the tangent cone [O, oo )3 
of the cube [O, 1]3 at (0,0,0) and the corresponding double layer operator over the cone. 
For this operator, we have shown that the corresponding collocation is stable. The latter 
collocation operator is a local representative at (0, 0, 0) for the collocation operator of 
the method over the cube introduced in Section 2. Similarly, we have to analyse the 
stability of local representatives at all the other boundary points of the cube. However, 
if we consider a point in the interior of a face, then the tangent cone is a plane, the 
double layer operator is the identity and the stability of the collocation method is trivial. 
Thus it remains to check the case of an edge point. We start with the definition of the 
corresponding collocation method. 
Let us set n := R x [O, oo )2 , S := an, and choose P := (0, 0, 0). We set Q := (1/2, 0, 0) 
and choose R := (0, 1/2, 0) or R := (0, 0, 1/2). Then 
ipPQR: Hpl----+ HplpqR, Hpl := {(s, t) E R 2 : 0 :S s < oo, t ER} 
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HplpqR .- {P + sPR + tPQ, 0 ~ s < oo, t ER}, 
PpqR(s, t) .- P + sPR + tPQ. 
Retaining the definition of Tj, Sj, cp}, and 'l/Ji of Section 2 and setting 
t ·=k/ kEZ ~·={ Sj ifj~m(n) ~·={ cp} ifj~m(n)-d-l 
k . n, ' s J • l ' cp J • ,,/, l ' Tj e se 'f/i e se 
we introduce the collocation points PPQRik := <I> PQR( s;, tk) for j = 0, ... and k E Z . The 
spline functions are given by 
'PPQRjk(PPQR(s, t)) := cpJ(s)cpt(t) j = 0, ... ' k E z, 
where cp~ is defined for the partition {tk} like 'l/Ji for {T1}. Analogously to Section 2, 
we define the corresponding set I, the spline functions cpL, and the points PL. Hence, if 
A = I+ 2Ws is the double layer operator defined by (1.1) over the boundary S of the 
wedge, then the collocation method is defined by (2.1), where Xn := "ELEI eL'PL· Again we 
set aK,L := (AcpL)(PK), denote the matrix (aK,L)K,LEI by An and consider this matrix as an 
operator in the space of vectors {eihEI endowed with the norm 
ll{eL}ll· := 112: eLcpLllL2(S)· 
LEI 
Theorem 4.1 The method {2.1) applied to the double layer operator over the boundary 
of R x [O, oo )2 is stable. 
The proof is given in [22]. 
5 The localization principle 
Let us consider the collocation and the notation of Section 2. From the stability of the 
locai representatives in Sections 3-4 we conclude 
Theorem 5.1 The method {2.1) applied to the double layer operator over the boundary 
of the cube [O, 1] 3 is stable. Moreover, the method {2.1) remains stable if we replace the 
entries aK, i by their discretizations a' . In other words, the discretized collocation is stable, , K,L 
too. 
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PROOF. a) We start with proving that the discretized collocation. operator A~ = ( a~,,JK,LEI 
is a small perturbations of the collocation operator An = ( aK,L)K,LEI. If this is done, then 
in the following part of the proof we only have to deal with the stability for the collocation 
without discretization step. Thus let us estimate the error of the quadrature (2.6) applied 
to the integral in (2.3). Setting Set:= {<I>PQR(s, t): Sj ::; s::; Sj+i, Uk ::; t::; Uk+i} and 
denoting the quadrature knots and weights of (2.6) over Set by Qi and Bi, respectively, 
we arrive at 
(5.1) 1 k(PK,, P)r.pL(P)dpS - L k(PK,, Qi)r.pL( Qi)Bi = 
Set i 
1 [k(PK,,P)- k(PK,,P')]r.pL(P)dpS- L[k(PK,Qi)- k(PK,,P')]r.pL(Qi)Bi, 
Sci i 
where P' is a fixed point of Set. Note that we have used that our quadrature is exact for 
the polynomial 'Pi over Set. The first term in ( 5.1) can be estimated by 
For the second term, we conclude 
< I k(PK,, Qi) - k(PK,, P') I lk(P P')l IS ti s~p . k(P P') c K,' e ' 
7. K,' 
< c sup I~~;'~? I f lk(PK,, P)l l'Pi(P)ldpS. 
PE Set K, j Set 
Repeating the estimations of Section 2 in [24], we get 
where the last ratio is small by the special choice of the partition in Section 2.2. Namely, 
the introduction of the additional points tk ± Sj, j = 0, ... , m( n) in the definition of the 
points uk, k = 0, ... , m( n, ~) guarantees that the diameter of Set is small in comparison 
to the distance IPK, - Pl. From these and analogous arguments we derive 
(5.2) 
I 
k(PK,, P') I < ce, sup < c, 
PESet k( PK, P) -
(5.3) 
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for arbitrary E > 0 if only n is sufficiently large. Consequently, 
(5.4) 
Note that bK.,L is the entry of a collocation matrix corresponding to the integral operator 
with the kernel I k( Q, P) I· Hence, if this collocation operator is bounded, then the dis-
cretized collocation is a small perturbation of the collocation without discretization. The 
boundedness of the latter collocation operator follows analogously to the boundedness of 
the original collocation operator defined for A and using the ansatz functions jcp"I instead 
of 'PL• 
b) For any point U of S, we denote the tangent cone by Su and consider the corresponding 
collocation for the double layer equation over Su. We denote the collocation points by 
p"u' LE Tu, the functions of the interpolation basis by cpy. More exactly, if U == (0, 0, 0), 
then we consider the method introduced in Section 3. If U is another corner, then Su ca.n 
be identified with the boundary of [O, oo )3 (There is a translation and a rotation which 
maps Su onto the boundary of [0, oo )3 . ). Taking into account this identification, the 
method of Section 2 is the corresponding collocation over Su. For' U in the interior of a 
face of S, we take any set of points and any interpolation basis over the plane Su that 
coincides in a neighbourhood of U with { P"} ~ S and the spline basis { cp"} ~ L2 ( S), 
respectively. Using these splines as ansatz functions and these points as collocation knots 
we get the corresponding method over Su. Finally let us consider an edge point U. We 
suppose that U == <I>PQR(O, tu), that <PPQR(O, tku) is the collocation point on the edge 
nearest to U, and let <P~'Q'R' stand for the corresponding mapping onto the boundary of 
R x [O, oo )2 introduced in the last section. Then we can map Su onto the boundary of 
R x (0, oo )2 with the help of a translation, a rotation and a dilation in such a way that 
<PPQR(s,t+tku) == <P~'Q'R'(s(t+tku)/tku,t), 0::; s::; 1. Identifying Su and the boundary 
of R x (0, oo )2 with respect to this mapping, we can consider the method of Section 4 to 
be the corresponding collocation method over Su. 
In any case, let Au,n stand for the matrix of the collocation method over Su, Pu,n for the 
interpolation operator Pu,nf :== 'LLEIU f(P/,u)cpy and xu,n for the operator Pu,nXlimPu,n if 
xu is a function over Su. Analogously we define Pn and Xn over S. Moreover, we denote 
the orthogonal projection onto the spaces im Pu,n ~ L2 (Su) and im Pn ~ L2(S) by Qu,n 
and Qn, respectively. Now our theorem follows from the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [2,4) and 
the well-known Gohberg-Krupnik localization principle ([12]). We only have to verify the 
following assumptions. 
i) The operator AnQn tends strongly to A. 
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ii) If U E S and xu is a smooth function over Su with finite limit at oo, then there is 
a compact operator Tu E £(L2(S)) such that · 
[Au,n, xu,n] := Au,nXU,n - xu,nAu,n = Qu,nTulimPu,n + o(l) (n--+ 00 ). 
iii) If Xis a smooth function over S, then there is a compact operator T E £(L 2(Su )) 
such that 
iv) For any V E S and any E > 0, there is a neighbourhood Nv ~ S n Sv of V such 
that 
(5.5) 
if x is a smooth function with lxl :::; 1 and support in Nv. 
v) For any V E S, the method with the approximate operator Av,n E £( im Pv,n) is 
stable. 
c) Assumption v) follows from the last two sections. So let us start with proving iv). If 
Vis a vertex, then we choose Nv ~ Uq,R{<I>vqR(s, t) : 0 :::; s :::; 1, 0 :::; t :::; 1/2} and 
the norm in (5.5) is even zero. For a point Vin the interior of a face, we choose Nv on 
this face. Since the tangent cone Sv at V is a plane and Wsv = 0, we get Av,n := Id 
and (5.5) holds again with E = 0. Thus we may suppose that V is an edge point, and 
without loss of generality, we assume V = (1/2, 0, 0). For this special situation, we 
get (cf. part b)) V = <l>pqR1 (0,1) = <l>pqR2 (0,1) with P = (0,0,0), Q = (1,0,0), Ri = 
(1/2, 1/2, 0), R2 = (1/2, 0, 1/2) and V = <I>~Q'Ri (0, 0) = <I>~Q'R2 (0, 0) with Q' = (1.5, 0, 0). 
Let PPQRzik and 'PPQRzik be defined as in Section 2 and denote the corresponding points 
and functions introduced in Section 4 by P:fQ'Riik and 'P~Q'Rzik' respectively. Defining 
<I> : HplvQ'Ri U Hplvq1R2 L-+ TrpqR1 U TrpqR2 by 
<l> (<I>~Q'Ri(s,t)) 
cp( t) 
·- <I>PQR1(s,cp(t)), <I> (<I>~Q'R2(s,t)) := <I>PQR2(s,cp(t)), 
·- { [(1 - 1/nrrt if t:::; o 
2 - [(1 - 1;nrr if t '2. o ' 
we arrive at <I>( P;f q, Riik) = PPQRii(in(n)+k). We identify 'P~Q' Rjk with <p PQRj(m(n)+k), and 
the term XnAv,nXn in (5.5) is to be understood via this identification. Thus we hav~ to 
estimate a~v •"v -aK.,£' where a~v ,£v := (I +2W8 v )cp ~ ( P:V ), aK.,£ := Acp"( PK.), and the indices 
"'v, 1Y E rv, "'' /, E I are connected by (VQ'R2j'k') E "'v' (PQR2j'(k1 + m(n))) E "' 
and (VQ'R1jk) E 1,v, (PQR1j(k + m(n))) E L. Moreover, since we consider the points 
and functions from a small neighbourhood of V, we assume 0 :::; j, j' :::; 5m( n) and 
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I k' - k I ::; 5m( n) for a small number 5 > 0. For simplicity, let us also suppose 0 < j, 0 < J' 
and k' > k. Now we observe that the matrices (a~v,,,v )Kv,Lv and (aK,L)K,L are Toeplitz 
matrices (cf. (3.4) and Section 4.2 of [22]). Hence, without loss of generality, we may 
suppose k' = 0 and get P:V =PK. Furthermore, we conclude 
(5.6) 
2 j k(PK, P)<p"(P)dpS = 2 j k(PK, <I>(P))<p" o <I>(P)J<P(P)dpS, 
2 J [k(PK, <I>(P))J<P(P) - k(PK, P)]'PL o <l>(P)dpS + 
2 j k(P:V, P)['P" o <I>(P) - 'PYv(P)]dpS. 
Taking into account that the derivative of <I> at Vis the identity, we obtain IJ<P(P)-11 ::; E 
and l<I>(P) - Pl ::; EjP - VI for 5 small enough. From this it is not hard to conclude (cf. 
Section 2 of [24]) that 
for any prescribed E > 0 and 5 sufficiently small. On the other hand, it is also not hard 
to derive 
sup Lv < c 
I 
'Pv (P) I 
PEsupp cpv <pi, 0 <I>( P) - ' 
,v . 
sup 
PEsuppcp~v 
" < E 
<pi, 0 <I>(P) - <p~ (P) I 
<p" o <I>( P) -
for sufficiently small 5. Hence, both terms on the right-hand side of ( 5.6) are less than 
c E J lk(P:V, P)l l'PYv(P)jdpS, i.e., by c E times the entry of a bounded collocation matrix 
(for the boundedness cf. the arguments in Section 4 of [22] ). Thus Av,n is a small 
perturbation of An in the neighbourhood of V, and iv) follows. 
d) Let us show i). We first prove that the approximate operators An := PnAlimPn are 
uniformly bounded with respect to n. Note that the restriction of Ws acting between 
S1 ~ S and S2 ~ S is a compact and smoothing operator if the distance between S1 
and S2 is positive. Thus it is enough to show that, for any V E S, there is a small 
neighbourhood Nv of V such that An restricted to Nv is bounded. This, however, follows 
from the boundedness of the local representatives and the assertion iv) which was just 
proved. Knowing the uniform boundedness of An, it remains to show AnQnf --t Af for 
any f from a dense subset of L2 ( S). Hence, we may suppose that f is smooth and vanishes 
in a neighbourhood N1 of the edges. Again, Ws restricted to S \ N1 is smoothing, and 
AnQnf --t Af follows easily. 
e) Let us prove iii). We obtain 
(5.7) PnAPnXlimPn - PnXPnAlimPn 
QnTlimPn + {Pn - Qn}TlimPn + PnA{Pn - f}XlimPnl 
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where T :== [A,x] == Ax-xA is bounded from L2(S) to C(S) and compact as an operator 
acting in L2 (S). (Note that the kernel l(P, Q) of Ax - xA is bounded by c5IP - Ql-2 , 
where 5 denotes the distance from P to the plane Pl containing the face F of S such 
that Q E F. Hence, IF ll(P, Q)l2dQS is less than c52 IF IP - Ql-4 ::;; c52 Io<r r-3 dr::;; c.) 
Consequently, ll{Pn - Qn}TlimPnll -+ 0. Namely, for a given E > 0, let Xi denote the 
characteristic function of a small neighbourhood of the set of all edge points such that 
Is X1 ::;; E. Then we arrive at 
ll{Pn - Qn}T Pnflli2 < J lx1 {Pn - Qn}T Pnfl 2 +JI [1 - x1]{Pn - Qn}T Pnfl 2 
< E ll{Pn - Qn}T Pnflli= + 11[1 - x1]{Pn - Qn}T Pnflli2 
< cEllPnflli2 + IJ[l - x1]{Pn - Qn}TPnflli2, 
where the second term on the right-hand side is bounded by JJ[l - x1]{Pn - Qn}TlimPnlJ 2 
xllPnflli2· However, JJ[l-x1]{Pn-Qn}TlimPnll tends to zero since [l-x1]T is a compact 
and smoothing operator. 
On the other hand, PnA{Pn-I}xlimPn == 2Pn Ws{Pn -I}xlimPn and l{Pn -I}xPnf(P)I :::; 
~ IPnf(P)J. Hence, 
where Pj: f :== l:iEI f(Pi)JcpiJ. Since 11 JPj: fl IJ ::;; cJJPnfJJ and the collocation operator 
Pj:W+limPf is bounded (repeat the arguments of part d)), the third term on the right-
hand side of (5.7) tends to zero, too. Thus (5.7) implies iii). 
f) Using the arguments of the proof of Lemma 3.2 ii) in [24], assertion ii) will follow 
analogously to part e). D 
6 The asymptotic convergence rate 
Theorem 6.1 Suppose that the right-hand side y of the boundary integral equation Ax== 
y is continuous on S and a C00 - function up to the boundary on each face of S. Let Xn 
denote the solution of the discretized collocation, i.e., Xn satisfies the modified equation 
{2.1), where the entry aK.,L is replaced by a~." defined in (2. 6). Then there is a constant 
independent of n such that 
Especially, if the parameter v in the definition of the grid is greater than 4d + 4, then we 
get the estimate JJx - xnllL2(S) ::;; cn-(2d-f-2). 
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Note that the number of collocation points, i.e., the number of equations in (2.1) is of order 
n 2 log2 n. The computation of the stiffness matrix requires no mor~ than 0( n 4 log4 n) 
operations. Consequently, if we imply our discretized collocation (2.1) together with the 
Gaussian algorithm, we need to perform 0( n6 log6 n) operations. In order to prove the 
estimate of Theorem 6.1, let us start with some lemmata. 
Lemma 6.1 For the exact solution x = A-1y and the triangular coordinate transforma-
tion <I? PQR of Section 2, we get 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
sup lsza~(x o <I?pqR)(s, t)I < c, 
(s,t)ESq 
sup \tza;(x o <I?pqR)(s, t)I < c, l = 0, ... , 2d + 2. 
(s,t)ESq, t_9 
PROOF. It is enough to prove the assertion of the lemma for the case of the tangent cone 
S = Sp of a corner point P (Note that the restriction of Ws acting between subsets of S 
with positive distance is a smoothing operator. Moreover, if we consider the neighbour-
hood of an edge point, then the following arguments can also be applied if the Mellin 
transform is replaced by the Fourier transform.). First we suppose that y satisfies the 
estimates of x in (6.1) and (6.2) and we shall prove that Wsy satisfies them, too. Let us 
consider the polar coordinates t = r cos <p and ts = r sin <p over <I? PQR( Sq) ~ S. Then we 
get at= (1/ cos <p) ar and as= r sin <p cos <par+ cos2 <p acp and it remains to prove that 
the derivative (r art( sin <p BcpYWsy is bounded for k+l::.; 2d+2. Let R' denote the centre 
of the face of S which intersects the face containing R in the edge PQ. For simplicity, we 
assume that y vanishes outside of <PPQR'(Sq) and that V := <PPQR(s, t), t = r cos <p < 
1, ts= r sin <p, U := <PPQR'(s',t'), t' = p cos 'lj; < 1, t's' = p sin '1/;, and y(p,'l/;) := y(U). 
We arrive at 
Wsy(V) ~ {" ['2 r sin 'P y(p,,P) 3pdpd,P 
47r 0 0 )Cr cos <p - p cos '1/;) 2 + (p sin '1/;) 2 + (r sin cp) 2 
~ ['2 {" . r/ p sin cp y(p, '</;) dp d1/; 
47r 0 0 .j(r/ p)2 + 1 - 2(r/ p)[cos <p cos '1/;]
3 
P . 
Since the kernel takes the form of a Mellin convolution with respect tor and the differential 
operator rar commutes with the Mellin convolution (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [10]), 
we conclude 
~ ['2 f' r / p sincp (pap)ky(p, ,p) dp d,p 
47r 0 0 J ( r / p) 2 + 1 - 2 ( r / p) [cos <p cos 'lj;] 3 P ' 
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'and we are left with proving the boundedness of (sin cp 8cp)lW8 y .. However, if we denote 
the kernel of the integral operator by k, then it is not hard to show I (sin cp acp )l k I ~ c I k 1. 
Thus the boundedness of the integral operator w+ E £( C ( S)) with the kernel function 
!kl implies that (sin cp Bcp)zWsy is bounded. 
Now consider x = A-1y. We get A-1 =(I+ 2Ws)-1 =I - 2WsA-1 and, using the fact 
that (r Br) commutes with Ws and A- 1 , we conclude 
Obviously, the first term on the right-hand side is bounded. Moreover, A-1 ( r Br )ky is 
bounded and, again, I (sin cp acp )z k I ~ c I k I implies that the second term on the right-hand 
side of the last equation is bounded. Thus the proof is finished. D 
Lemma 6.2 For any x satisfying {6.1) and {6.2), there holds 
PROOF. Let x stand for the characteristic function of the union over PQ R of all sets 
{~PQn(s,t): 0 ~ s ~ s1 , 0 ~ t ~ 2or0~s~1, 0 ~ min[t,2-t] ~ td}· 
llx(J - Pn)xllL2 (S) < llxllP(s)llx - PnxllL 00 (S) 
(6.3) < CT~/2 ~ cn-v/2 . 
The remaining term II (1-x)( I - Pn)x llL2(S) can be estimated by c II (1- x)( I - Pn)x llL00 (S). 
Thus we only have to estimate j(J - Pn)x(V)I for V = ~PQR(s, t) with Sj ~ s ~ Sj+1, 
tk ~ t ~ tk+l and 1 ~ j, d.~ k. For simplicity, suppose even d + 1 ~ j and tk+l ~ 1. We 
obtain 
(I-. Pn)x(V) 
j+d 
x o ~PQn(s, t) - L 
j'=j-d k'=k-d 
j+d 
Te1 ·- xo~PQn(s,t)- L xo~PQR(Sj1,t)'l/Ji'(s), 
j'=j-d 
Te2 ·- i'Ed ..PA s) { x a if? PQR( s;', t) - k'!:_d x a if? PQR( s;,, tk' )cp2'i( if? PQR( Sj', t))} . 
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From the definition of 'l/Ji' we conclude 
c(si+i - sj)2d+2 sup 1a;d+2(x o ~PQR(s, t))I 
Sj-d~S~Sj+d+l 
On the other hand, let us set 
k+d 
Pro(!):= '2:= f(~PQR(s11, tk1))cp2 •1 (~PQR(sj', t)) 
k'=k-d 
and let Tay(!) stand for the real, part of the sum of the first 2d + 1 terms of the Taylor 
series expansion off at the point ~PQR(s11, tk)· Then Pro is a bounded projection into 
the space of the real parts of polynomials, and we obtain 
If - Pro(f)I If - Tay(!)+ Pro[! - Tay(!)] I 
Sc llf - Tay(f)llL 00 Sc (tk+l - tk)(2d+2)ll8td+2 fll£oo. 
Using this, we arrive at 
ITe2I < c(tk+l - tk)2d+2 sup sup 1a;d+2(x o ~PQR(sJ', t))I 
j'=j-d, ... ,j+d tkd99k+d+l 
< c (tk+l - tk)2d+2 sup it2d+2a;d+2(x o ~PQR(s, t))I S cn-(2d+2), 
tk O~t~i 
and the proof is finished. D 
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.1. During this proof retain the notation of x from the proof of 
Lemma 6.2 and let An E £( imPn) stand for the discretized collocation operator, i.e., for 
the approximation of PnAlimPn, where the entries aK.,t of the matrix corresponding to the 
basis { cp1,} are replaced by a~,1, which is defined in (2.6). Then, taking into account the 
stability, we obtain 
X - Xn 
llx - XnllL2 < 
< 
Tei ·-
Te4 ·-
X - Pnx + A~i{AnPnx - Anxn} 
!Ix - PnxllL2 + C llAnPnx - PnAxllL2 
Tei+ c{Te2 + Te3 + Te4 +Tes} 
!Ix - Pnxl!L2, Te2 :=, llAnPnxxllL2, Te3 := llPnAxxllL2, 
il(AnPn - PnAPn)(l - x)xllL2, Tes := llPnA(I - Pn)(l - x)xll£2. 
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Here Tei is bounded as in Lemma 6.2. The boundedness of An implies Te 2 ::; cllPnxxllL2 
which can be estimated analogously to (6.3). Furthermore, the ter~ Tes can be estimated 
by c llPnA(I - Pn)(l - x)xllux" and we conclude Tes ::; ell(! - Pn)(l - x)xllLoo, where 
the last norm was estimated in the proof of Lemma 6.2. For Te3 and (PQRjk) EK- with 
k ::; m(n ), we obtain 
Since w+x(Px:) is the solid angle under which suppx is seen from Px:, i.e., the angle under 
which a strip of width::; T1 is seen from a distance~ TkTj, we get w+x(Px:)::; cTi/(TkTj)· 
Consequently, 
vn[log n] l l 
< cn-v + c I: --(i _ l/n)2vn[lognJ(i - i/ntvn[logn]+j 
j,k=O n n 
< c [log n] n- 11 • 
Instead of Te4 we shall estimate ll(AnPn - PnAPn)(l - x)xllL= . In other words, we only 
have to estimate l(AnPn - PnAPn)(l - x)x(Px:)I. Setting SetPQRjk := {<I>PQR(s, t): Sj::; 
s ::; Sj+i, Uk ::; t ::; uk+i} and denoting the quadrature knots and weights of (2.6) over 
SetPQRjk by Qi and Bi, respectively, we arrive at 
Err 1 fs.,PqR;• k(P .. , V)Pnx(V)dvS - ~ k(P .. , Q,)Pnx(Qi)B,I 
< ISetPQRikl { sup 1a;d+2[k(~x:, V)Pnx(V)]i(si+l - sj)2d+2 
VESetpQRjk 
+ sup l8zd+2[k(Px:, V)Pnx(V)]l(uk+1 - uk)2d+2} 
VESetpqRjk 
Without loss of generality, let us assume that V := <I>PQR(s, t), t = r cos <.p < 1, ts = 
r sin <.p, Px: := <I>PQ'R'(s', t'), t' = p cos 'lj;, t's' = p sin '1/J. For the kernel k of Ws, it is 
not hard to derive (cf. the proof of Lemma 6.1 ) that IB!kl::; cs-llkl and IB!kl ::; ct-ljkj. 
Moreover, from Lemma 6.1 we infer that IB!Pnxl ::; c IB!xl ::; cs-land IB!Pnxl ::; c IB!xl ::; 
c rz. If S etPQRjk is of positive distance to the set of edge points, then we choose a point 
P' E S etPQRjk and obtain 
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Err < c ISetpqRjkl lk(P,., P')I { s;+~: s; 2d+2 +I Uk+~~ Uk 12d+2} 
< c jSetPQRikl ik(PK, P')I n-(2d+2). 
Using (5.2) and summing up over all SetPQRjk with positive distance to the edges leads 
to 
D 
l(AnPn - PnAPn)(l - x)x(PK)I < I: Err ~ cn-(2d+2) I: ISetPQRjkl ik(PK, P')I 
< cn-(2d+2) ls jk(PK, ·)I ~ c n-(2d+2). 
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